




















































1 Respondents could tick more than one box

1. DESCRIPTION

The questionnaire sample totalled 80 young people - 29 males, 37 females 
and 14 gender unknown.  Sixty of the questionnaires were completed by 
participants in the focus groups while the remainder were completed by 
undergraduates from the University of Western Sydney and young people 
contacted by Road Safety Officers from Newcastle and Goulburn. 

Researchers did not prevent participants helping each other recall names or 
details of examples whilst completing the form, as this kind of shared memory 
work is part of the driving culture being researched. Not all questions on the 
questionnaire were completed by each participant.

The questionnaire produced a combination of quantitative and qualitative data 
through its use of some closed-answer questions (e.g. how many hours of 
television watched per week), many open-answer questions (for driving message 
examples) and some tick-box questions that allowed for several answers 
(e.g. times of media consumption, range of media used).1

2. KEY FINDINGS ON MEDIA CONSUMPTION

Television was the most used medium, watched by 78% of respondents, mainly 
between 6 pm and midnight, followed by radio at 68%, where usage peaked 
at morning drive time and again in the late afternoon. Forty-one percent 
consumed magazines, almost two thirds of which were car magazines, while 
billboards and internet were each noted by over 30% of respondents. 

There was high recall of messages about cars and driving from a wide range 
of media and modalities (still, moving, real, fictional, virtual), though film 
examples cited were mainly those featuring car culture, chases, and racing (e.g. 
Fast and Furious). A high number of road safety campaign advertisements were 
recalled, though the wording of the questions may have biased this result.

Although only 11% listed ‘games’ as part of their media consumption, 90% 
recorded having played them in their pre- or early teen years, including 
driving and racing games. Responses to a question on whether such games 
helped with driving revealed a wide range of views, indicating the question of 
the role of games and simulations in developing skills for driving is a complex 
one that needs further research.

We did not ask about mobile phone use, either in relation to use while driving, 
or as a medium of driving messages, though focus group participants mentioned 
using mobile phone information services to find out current locations of random 
breath testing stations or speed traps. 

Our findings confirm those of Sternberg’s (1998) study of declining news 
consumption by young people, whom he found more likely to watch The 
Simpsons than news programs. Similarly, for our sample this cartoon sitcom was 
the single most popular TV program, listed by just over a quarter  (24 people) 
while only one-tenth (9 people) mentioned the news. Other favourites included 
Sex in the City, Friends, South Park, sports and Video Hits. 



3. RANGE OF MEDIA USED

The first question asked which media respondents used or paid attention to. They 
could tick any number of items in the list of television, radio, magazines, internet, 
games, billboards and other. As Chart 1 indicates, television and radio were used by 
78% and 68% of respondents respectively, with magazines coming in third at 41%, 
internet and billboards fairly close to each other at over 30% and games a low 11%.

Respondents were also asked to rank their preferences for different media and these 
results mirrored those in the Chart 1. 

Looking closely at a sub-sample of 18 respondents (about one-fifth) revealed some 
interesting patterns. Television was the first preference for 13 respondents and the 
second preference for 3 out of the 18. The only person who ranked television fifth 
listed internet as their first preference. 

Second preferences were distributed across the range of categories with internet 
slightly ahead, while third preferences clustered strongly around radio (third choice 
for 50% of the sub-sample). Games were the least popular, with no first preferences, 
3 second preferences and a decisive 7 last preferences—suggesting that 
game-playing does not simply cease but is rejected, perhaps as an outgrown stage. 

4. TIMES OF MEDIA USE

The questionnaire asked about when people watched television, listened to radio, 
or used the internet. Respondents could tick more than one box covering eight 
three-hour periods through the day. The most popular times for television were 
6pm-9pm (57% of respondents and 9pm-12pm (22% of respondents). Only 1% 
stated they never watched television. 

For radio, the morning drive time period of 6-9am was most popular (37%) followed 
by the afternoon drive time of 3-6pm (20%). Internet use peaked at the 6-9pm 
slot. 

These results are shown in Chart 2.

Looking at differences in media use times by gender, it was apparent that the 
spike in watching TV in prime time (6-9pm) was largely attributable to young 
women, twice as many of whom watched television at that time compared to 
young men.  Radio use was very similar for both genders across all time slots, 
with women ahead of men in the 9am-12am slot, when more men were on the 
internet but hardly any women were. Women appear to use the internet 
consistently between 9am and 9pm, with a peak at each end. 

These gender differences between respondents is shown in Chart 3. 

CHART 1: 
RANGE OF MEDIA USED
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CHART 2: 
TIMES OF TV, RADIO, INTERNET USE
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CHART 3: 
TIMES OF TV AND INTERNET USE BY GENDER
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5. HOURS SPENT WATCHING TV, LISTENING TO THE RADIO, SURFING THE NET

Television 
The questionnaire asked how much time was spent watching television, listening 
to the radio and surfing the net. As shown in Chart 4a, around 40% of respondents 
watched up to 10 hours of television per week and about the same percentage (with 
slightly fewer men) watched 10-20 hours per week. Sixteen per cent of the female 
respondents compared to a quarter of the mal respondents watched over 20 hours of 
television a week.

 

Radio
A shown in Chart 4b, around 40% of respondents listened to up to ten hours of 
radio per week while around 20% listened to between 10 and 20 hours per week. 
Another 20% listened to more than 20 hours per week. Fewer respondents listened 
to radio for more than 20 hours per week than watched television for more than 20 
hours per week. Overall, there were few differences between males and females in 
their listening habits.

Internet
About half of respondents (39 out of 80) reported spending up to ten hours 
per week on the internet. 56% of women compared to 44% of men used the 
internet for less than 5 hours a week while almost twice as many women as men 
(32% compared to 17%) used the internet for between 10 and 20 hours a week.  

About one fifth of the male respondents and only 8% of female respondents 
were heavy internet users (20 or more hours a week). In other words, while 
more women than men have low internet use and proportionately more women 
than men are moderate users (10-20 hours per week) there are proportionately 
more men who are heavy users. 
These results are shown in Chart 4c. 

In Chart 4d, which presents combined figures for hours of media consumption, 
it can be seen that television appears highest in the 10-20 hours per week slot. 
Slightly fewer respondents reported watching television for up to 10 hours than 
reported listening to the radio or using the internet for this amount of time.

CHART 4a: 
TV HOURS PER WEEK
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CHART 4b: 
RADIO HOURS PER WEEK
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CHART 4c: 
INTERNET HOURS PER WEEK
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TV, RADIO, NET HOURS PER WEEK
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6. TELEVISION EXAMPLES

Respondents were asked to provide examples of images, scenes, meanings and 
messages about cars and driving they remembered from television and to provide 
some comment on why they remembered, liked or disliked the message or image. 
There was space for four examples from television. Among the first examples given, 
19 were road safety advertisements. Others included news reports, car 
advertisements and movies.

Road safety examples included:

Stop Revive Survive ad. Couple in van driving and then hit side of truck
RTA – speeding. Teenager drives his brother around, speeds, I assume kills 
his little brother. Shock value: killing someone you love. I find this confronting. 
It’s a good ad.

‘Go to bed, Jessica!’. Father comes home upset after killing a small girl while 
he was drink driving. Yells and daughter and wife. Shows damaging effect 
that driver goes through. The line ‘Go to bed, Jessica!’ got stuck in my head, 
everybody was saying it.

Ad Father whose face is beaten up due to his son not wearing a seat belt 
and his head smashing into his father’s.

Kombi van: stop, revive, survive. An ad about fatigue where a Kombi van 
smashed into the side of a truck on a straight piece of road. Made a large 
impact.

Car advertising and news examples included:

Holden ute ad. Ute doing circle work creating storm, hurricane.

Mario Kart. Cartoon Character racing in go-karts. Aimed at young people. Kart 
speeds do not exceed 60 - 70 km per hour.

News. Car burnt out by a tree, reporter says family all deceased. Shocking scene, 
family i.e. children dead.

Examples from drama and film included:

2 Fast 2 Furious. The theme of the movie is drag racing so there are plenty of 
scenes of racing fast sports cars. The drivers (actors) are in their 20s, reflecting 
the behaviour of the youth in particular on the roads.

Home and Away. Hayley crashed her pink VW beetle into a tree and is badly 
injured

McLeod’s Daughters, Blue Heelers. Show utes as being the country man’s car. 
Add to the image that ‘real Aussie men drive utes’. Gives the ute a rugged 
charm. I think it is highly unlikely that everybody in the country drives tough 
and rugged old utes!  How do you fit the family in?!

7. RADIO EXAMPLES

Many recalled examples of radio messages related to cars and driving were 
from road safety campaigns. By asking ‘Are there any stations or programs 
with messages about cars or driving that you recall?’ we may have biased this 
response since sometimes the word ‘message’ is used to distinguish a public 
service announcement (’a safety message’) from, for example, a regular ‘ad’ or 
‘commercial’. By contrast, the TV examples asked for ‘images, scenes, meanings 
and messages’. A revised version could expand radio options to cover messages 
or commercials, songs, sounds, stories, comments, information. 

Thirty of the examples of radio messages about cars and driving were about 
road safety:

Police sirens in background and they talk about the double demerit points 
on the long weekend. Because it’s an important message to remember.

8 out of 10 accidents on country roads occur on bends. Effective.

Sound of car crash including screeching of brakes and the impact. Effective 
and shocks listener.

The ‘how fast are you going now?’ ad, makes you think, step back into 
reality and look at the speed.

Other campaigns mentioned were motorcycle awareness, messages about drink 
driving, country road fatality ads, ‘Stop, Revive, Survive’, and Dr Karl microsleep 
ads.

Car advertising and traffic reports were also recalled:

People around town giving examples of the specific places they have been 
booked within our town. It’s people I know and places I drive around. It’s 
specific to me. This makes it realistic.

Used modified cars to cope with outback conditions and that many people 
speed on the roads without reprimand. Because of its contrast to city cars 
and rules.

8. MAGAZINES

Magazines are generally a very popular medium in Australia. Motoring 
magazines themselves have recently become more popular and are 
cumulatively estimated to reach up to 38% of the Australian male population 
aged 16-34 years.  Magazines were media used by 37% of respondents 
(33 people). Respondents had two opportunities to mention motoring magazine 
— one in answer to a general question about which magazines were read and 
another asking specifically whether they read motoring magazines. A total of 
28 people (or 31%) including 6 females, reported reading motoring magazines - 
16 people mentioning them in the general question and a further 12 in the 
specific motoring magazine question. 



Motoring magazines mentioned included Fast Fours, Hot 4s, Wheels, Motor and Open 
Road. The first two of these are more oriented to younger motorists interested in 
factory or work-shop modified cars, and each have about half the circulation of the 
more mainstream magazines Wheels and Motor and less than 2% of the circulation 
of the NRMA’s The Open Road. Other magazines mentioned included Cosmo, Women’s 
Weekly, In Style, Inside Sport, Rolling Stone, Personal Computer, Australian Mountain 
and That’s Life. 

Most of those who mentioned the magazines they read did not give an example of 
a message about cars and/or driving. Those who did gave comments related in the 
main to speed:

Fast driving, power (Fast 4s)

Talking about how fast this V8 walkinshaw (Holden) went over the quartermile 
and the modifications that have been done. They said, ‘It’s really hard to not 
speed in this beast.’ (Street Machine)

Constantly rants about speed limits being too low, write reviews and road tests 
based on race track performance rather than real life road situations. (Wheels)

That it matters how fast your car goes, how well it handles and stops. (Motor)

Others not related to speed included comments about cars and women/sex as well 
as safety:

Advertisement re Hyundai Getz, shows women in a picture, ‘green with envy’ 
(Cosmopolitan)

Sexy women are attached to nice cars (Ralph)

There are often articles about road and car safety (The Open Road)

A supplementary study undertaken as part of this project gathered a one-year 
sample of six popular car magazines. While these have not been fully analysed, one 
finding so far is that all but The Open Road are virtually devoid of messages about 
road safety, and there is no systematic campaign placing appropriately designed 
road safety messages in this medium. There is clearly an to specifically target young 
male (and a small number of female) drivers who are keen on cars, performance, 
speed and risk-taking. 

9. Games

The data relating to games emerged as worthy of further study. Respondents 
were asked if they had played electronic games and were asked to tick boxes 
next to video games, computer games, arcade games and simulations. Of the 80 
respondents who filled out the questionnaire, only 17 (around 20%) had not played 

video or computer games, though even some of these had played arcade games. 
And whereas only 11% of respondents reported games as a medium they paid 
attention to now, a total of 72 (90%) had played or did play video and/or computer 
games, including a high proportion of females. These results are shown in Chart 5. 

Three quarters of the sample (60 people) mentioned having played games 
related to racing with cars, bikes and/or karts, and titles mentioned included 
Mario Brothers, Need for Speed, Rally Championship, Gran Tourismo and Daytona.

 

 

The question on when games had been played was an open-ended one, making 
it difficult to map responses, but scrutiny of the results indicates that, aside 
from some who persisted until they were about 20 years old, and a few who 
continued now, most seem to have lost interest in games by the age of 16. For 
many the peak period was 9-12 years.  One issue here may be that driving and 
racing games played in this age period establishes expectations about driving 
which are carried forward into later teens, even if practical experience in many 
cases later reveals deficiencies in these expectations.

Images and experiences recalled from driving games included varying degrees of 
reckless and lawless driving:

Race your friends around a track and try to finish the quickest. Good feeling 
when you beat your friends in a race.

Stealing cars, running people over, very violent, loud music. Totally 
irresponsible driving is condoned and encouraged.

It’s cool to break the rules ‘cause you get chased by cops and drive all over 
town knocking people and things over. Speed, burnouts and slaloms are 
cool.

There was a vibrating control which simulated the car when it crashed or 
toppled over. Made me get into the experience, made it fun.

1 (‘Huge gains for automotive titles’, 16 May, 2003; bandt.com.au/articles/4a/0c01614a.asp

CHART 5: 
GAMES USE PRESENT & PAST (N=80)
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One message participants seemed to get from these games was the cluster of 
associations between speed, skill, control and safety, associations well recognised 
in the literature on young, optimistic, risk-taking (especially male) drivers:

Need skill to drive fast. Knowing that you had to slow down around corners. 
Handling of cars.

Speeding through suburban streets; however, warns that it is only a game and 
promotes safe driving techniques.

Asked why they remembered, liked or disliked this image, meaning or experience, 
more respondents referred to fun:

It was a very exciting and fun game to play although it was very unrealistic.
Playing is fun; however, it shows that you have to be cautious.

It gives you confidence about driving but then once behind the wheel it is a 
different thing. Makes you think it’s a lot easier to drive.

Fun, unrealistic so escape from reality, when younger feel in control.

When asked ‘Do you think playing games helps with your driving? If so, how? 
If not, why not?’, 10 responded that yes, they thought it did help and 43 said no 
they did not think it helped.  One said they were undecided and seven were in the 
‘maybe’ category. Eighteen did not respond to the question, about the same number 
who said they had never played games. These results are shown as percentages in 
Chart 6.

Some people answered that games help with navigating obstacles, steering 
manoeuvres, reaction time and hand/eye coordination. Favourable responses 
tended to associate speed, skill and safety with the theme of control:

Yes, it can, by increasing reflexes and co-ordination.

Yes, car racing games assist you in terms of handling, driving and gear 
changing.

The game is helpful as it makes you concentrate on how fast you are going, 
keep an eye on other cars, especially when going around corners/sharp 
bends - have to balance acceleration with braking, steering, etc.

Yes. The more you want to win, the more you concentrate not to falter on 
the driving.

Those who said ‘no’ gave a variety of reasons:  

Unrealistic- it doesn’t matter if you crash.
Not realistic enough yet
Teaches bad driving
Creates a false sense of reality

The experience of driving in real life involves numerous unpredictable 
influences from the external environment. A computer game has a degree 
of control and pre-determined activities.

It is completely different to driving in real life

Some showed concern for how games could influence people in their ideas of 
driving:

Makes it worse I think, makes you think you can take a corner at 100 km/h 
and drop the handbrake, ending up fine. In real life you’d most likely crash.

I don’t think so. Virtual reality driving (strengthened) would be more 
effective. Computer games perhaps increase reckless driving.

For others, the response was mixed. In the following quote the comment is 
made in the last sentence that it took some time to distinguish the game and 
reality:

No, since there is an element of ‘shock’ when driving real cars as opposed 
to virtual cars. The fact that your crashes are real, with real consequences, 
creates panic…it did for me, at least. It took a while to accept that I was 
no longer playing a game.

CHART 6: 
DRIVING GAMES - DO THEY HELP?



For this person, some skills are transferable while others are not:

It may in a slight way help with your observation skills but definitely not with 
your handling of a vehicle.

In this comment there is some debate as to the possibilities of making the game 
more realistic:

No, unless a steering wheel is used possibly, but otherwise no, even the steering 
wheel is iffy as it’s not exactly the same.

The manuals attached to the games were given some credibility:

Not playing them but GT2 has a small manual which teaches you how to drive a 
race car, rally/drift, etc.

How often the game is played was also seen as a factor in whether it helps with 
driving:

No - because I don’t do it often enough and because you don’t have to worry 
about the real dangers/hazards of driving.



1. FOCUS GROUP PARTICIPANTS

Nine focus groups were conducted with young people in both rural and 
metropolitan areas to ensure a mix of participants with varied driver e
xperiences. These areas were: Western Sydney (Fairfield, Bankstown and the 
University of Western Sydney), Inner City Sydney (Redfern 1 and 2), and 
central western New South Wales (Blue Mountains, Mudgee, and Bathurst 1 
and 2 groups). Each focus group contained six to eight young people, making 
a total of 60 participants. Of the total, 30 were male and 30 were female. 
Ages ranged from 16 to 25 with the average age being 19.75 years. Eight 
participants were in the 16-17 year age range; 30 were 18-19 years and 22 
were in the 20-25 year age range.

Focus group participants were from a range of backgrounds- nine had completed 
tertiary qualifications and 19 were currently engaged in study, while 31 were 
currently employed (four were both working and studying). Three participants 
stated that they were unemployed and three gave no response. 

Twelve participants had a learner driving licence, 25 had provisional licences 
and 16 had full licences. One participant had been disqualified from driving and 
one had an HR licence. Six participants’ licence status was not stated. 

Thirty six participants gave their ethnicity as Australian and the remaining 15 
gave a different ethnicity. Ethnicities reported included Chinese, Croatian, Iraqi, 
Italian, Jewish, Greek, Latin American, Maltese, Maori, Polish, Portuguese, 
Romanian, Turkish and Vietnamese. Nine participants did not comment on their 
ethnicity.

2. ADVERTISEMENTS

A total of 28 advertisements, including a mix of car and road safety 
advertisements were discussed in the focus groups. A core list of 12 
advertisements was regularly used to elicit discussion related to the meanings 
of the advertisements for the participants and their responses to them. 

The advertisements shown are described in section 6 and table 1 lists the 
advertisements shown in each focus group. The number and type of ads shown 
in each group depended on the l of discussion, the rest in particular ads and 
the tion (country or city). The first Redfern group, for example, spent a great 
deal of time discussing various themes in advertising and only viewed five 
advertisements. The comments in the Bankstown group tended to be brief and 
so 14 advertisements were viewed in that group.

3. FORMAT

Focus groups were based on a discussion format in which participants were 
shown an advertisement and then invited to comment on the content and 
meanings of the advertisements, their appeal and various aspects of the ads, 
such as the styles of driving suggested and the people involved. The complete 
list of questions is given in section 4.



An important factor to note is that the focus group format provided an opportunity 
for thoughtful consideration of the advertisements shown. This may not be a normal 
feature of everyday conversation although the ideas expressed are generally part of 
everyday conversation relating to cars and driving. As was noted by participants:

Male: … the amount we’re thinking about it now doesn’t go through your head 
when you watch the ad. It just doesn’t click. You just don’t think. You don’t 
care.

Female: We’re on to the next ad in two seconds, anyway! 
Male: I’m off making a feed or something. I’m not looking at the TV.

The focus group method was adopted in order to encourage thoughtful discussion 
amongst participants. Madriz (2000)  emphasises the collectivistic as opposed to 
individualistic method of focus groups as able to encapsulate the ‘multivocality’ 
of participant’s attitudes, experiences and beliefs. Focus groups are able to draw 
on the social contexts within which decisions are made and ideas formed (Kitzinger 
1994)  in encouraging interaction between participants where agreement, 
disagreement and elaboration of ideas and beliefs are fostered. As well as 
expressing collective views, focus groups facilitate the expression of individual 
differences (Wellings, Branigan and Mitchell 2000). 

4. FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

The following questions were posed to focus group participants:

1. What does this ad say about the car it advertises?

2. What ways of driving does this ad promote? 

3. What meanings does it have for you?

4. Do you identify with particular people, things or styles of driving in 
the ad? Which ones? In what ways? If not, why not?

5. Does this ad appeal to you? In what ways?

6. Do you like this ad? What is it about it that you like?

7. What do you think the intended meaning of the ad is supposed to be?

5. ANALYSIS

A first-level analysis of focus group transcripts was undertaken using the software 
NVIVO, looking for recurring themes. This formed the basis for the extended analysis 
of significant issues, meanings and contradictions in the comments of the 
participants. 

Using NVIVO, coding was made using the following categories:

General Characteristics
1) Gender 2) Country/City 3) Age 4) Value

Attitude
1) Annoyed 2) Caution 3) Fun 4) Safety 5) Boring 6) Reckless 
7) Aggression/Thrill

Driving
1) Control 2) Burnouts 3) Driving 4) Racing 5) Risk 6) Speed 
7) Performance

Advertising
1) Game 2) Real 3) Social issues

6. ADS SHOWN TO FOCUS GROUPS

Descriptions of the 12 main advertisements shown in the focus groups are as 
follows:

1. Mitsubishi
Opens with shot of finger tapping to beat of the song ‘Dreamer’s Disease’ which 
continues playing while inter-cut shots various cars shown, with different 
groups of passengers. A group of three young women and a man are in Magna, 
Pajeros are shown with a young black and white man, a family, a father and 
young adult and a male and female couple are in the Lancer. Everyone is shown 
singing or tapping along to the music. Scenes include city, country, freeway 
tunnel, and a mix of foreign and local cars. Slogan: ‘Driving your world.’

2. Police Reverse
Opens with long shot of car upside down on country road, then cut to close up 
of a male driver hanging upside down in the cabin, crying in horror on realising 
his woman passenger is dead. The crash scene is then played in reverse, shot 
from both inside and outside the vehicle, and an alternate ending presented of 
the car pulled over and a policeman issuing a speeding ticket, while the driver 
apologises to the woman and blames his car for wanting to go “whoosh 
[gesture]”.  Voice over explains more speed cameras and radars are around 
and ends with ‘Speed and you’ll probably be stopped, not dead.‘

3. Honda CRV Louts
Woman driving along. Car next to hers shown as older model full of young long 
haired males listening to heavy metal music and bashing their heads in time 
with music. She puts up her electronic window to shut them out. “Insulated 
from road noise.” All new CRV Smarter 4WD.



4. RTA Slomo Speed
Shows two cars speeding towards a truck. Both hit, one with more damage than 
the other. Special effects (used in The Matrix films) allow a person to be shown in 
real time while the cars are in slow motion as he explains technical details. The 
difference between doing 60kph versus 65 kph shows up at the point of impact 
because ‘In the last 5 metres of braking you wipe off half your speed. So this car is 
still doing 32ks when it hits. This one also hits but only at 5ks. So no matter how 
good a driver you are, 5ks difference up there makes 27ks difference down here.’

5. Holden Monaro Game
This begins like a videogame, with players selecting from various colour, interior, 
and engine options, then it becomes a car racing game which includes real footage 
of city streets and surrounds overlain with visual effects to make it more game-like. 
The Monaro starts last but passes other more prestigious luxury sports cars in the 
race. Audio includes mechanical noises, video game sounds, roar of engines. The 
final voiceover and captions say ‘The Monaro is back. Game Over.’

6. Toyota Hilux Bugger
A young man is asked to take his boss’s ute to get hardware materials. He 
forgets the handbrake and the ute runs of. He and the dog cling to the back while 
it smashes through a brick fence, a garden, a bus stop, through the building site 
and knocks over the portable toilet where the boss has just finished. In this way it 
gathers the needed materials. The dog lands in the toilet and, says ‘Bugger!’

7. Ford V6 Escape Soccer
Cars racing around beach hitting large soccer ball. Last scene shows ball hit out to 
sea, cuts to male driver peering out through windscreen astounded as if ball went 
out into space.

8. Nissan Xtrail Xtreme
While slow, loose brass band music plays, a daggy man in a bowling hat hits a 
croquet ball; a glasses-wearing older man fumbles with a shuttlecock inside a 
community hall; a pale younger man slowly hits a ball on a piece of elastic 
outside a Recreation Centre. “There are sports... and there are extreme sports.” 
Music changes to fast rock beat, and images of extreme skiing/ski jumping, 
ayaking down a waterfall, a boy twirling upside down on a skateboard, someone 
stacking it on a mountain bike. Cut to two young men in vehicle, driving over hills, 
off-road, throwing bikes into the back of car, driving across a muddy creek, red 
dusty desert, then through water and clear white spray. End shot: black screen 
with Nissan logo.

9. Speed Cameras - Road Safety Council, WA Police
Cars on various streets with speed camera taking photos. If you thought you were 
safe in the back streets, if you thought you were safe speeding on the highway, if 
you thought you were safe speeding on the open road, if you thought you were safe 
speeding anywhere think again. Because there’s no such thing as safe speeding and 
now, there’s nowhere you won’t get caught.

10. NRMA Rev
A young male driver with wrap-around mirrored sunglasses and gelled hair, pulls up 
at traffic lights. With loud music playing, he lowers the window, looking through at 
the car and driver next to him, challenging them. Taking off without looking ahead, 
he hits a pedestrian.

11. RTA Seat belt
Shows licence being chewed up in seat belt holder as stern, deep male voice 
announces double demerits for seat belts this Easter. Slogan:  No belt, no 
brains.

12. RTA - country roads
Two guys in a ute are talking about some deal they’d made, with shots of driver 
and passenger looking at each other, inter-cut with images of speedo needle at 
110, then 115kph. They see a school bus around a bend and panic. The pas-
senger covers his head, the driver swerves and hits a tree. Inside the bus, the 
driver stops and tells students to ‘stay there’, but they all go to look out the 
back window anyway. We see the bus driver run over to the ute/tree and stand 
back, shoulders slumped, after seeing the damage.  Cut to black screen and 
sound of idling bus and country sounds, with tag line in white: “8 out of 10 
speeding deaths on country roads occur on bends”.

Other ads screened

Alfa Jet Thrust, Barina Circles, Integra Type R, Falcon Ute being Followed, 
Myhome UK, Camry Engine, Falcon Enough, Julie and Son UK, Laser SR2, Seat 
Belt, Fatigue, Country Road Toll Northern NSW, Brothers in Laser, Holden Ute 
Crop Circles, Current Affair Thunderstruck, Car Ad Impact, ASB Ford Ute, 
Peugeot 206.

Table 1: Car and road safety advertisements shown to focus groups

Bankstown 

Alfa Jet Thrust

Alfa Quads

Barina

Falcon Enough

RTA Speed 
Country

Police Reverse

RTA Slomo

CRV Louts

Speed Cameras

Monaro Game

Bathurst 1 

RTA Speed 
Country

Police Reverse

Hilux Bugger

Escape Soccer

ABS Ford Ute

BMW Woman

Mitsubishi

Bathurst 2

RTA Speed 
Country

RTA Slomo

Integra Type R

Monaro Game

Hilux Bugger

Falcon Ute 
being followed

Holden Ute 
Crop Circles

Current Affairs 
Thunderstruck

Car Ad Impact

Mitsubishi

Fairfield

Alfa Jet Thrust

Camry Engine

Julie and Son

Laser SR2 Hot

RTA Slomo

Seat Belts

CRV Louts

Monaro Game

Mitsubishi

Mudgee

RTA Speed 
Country

Police Reverse

CRV Louts

Speed Cameras

Monaro Game

Hilux Bugger

Escape Soccer

NRMA Rev

Mitsubishi



Blue Mountains

RTA Speed Country

Police Reverse

CRV Louts

Speed Cameras

Monaro Game

Hilux Bugger

Escape Soccer

Current Affairs 
Thunderstruck

NRMA Rev

Xtrail Xtreme

Redfern 1

RTA Speed Country

Police Reverse

Speed Cameras

Escape Soccer

BMW Woman

Redfern 2

RTA Speed Country

Police Reverse

Seat Belts

CRV Louts

Speed Cameras

Country Road Toll

Brothers in Laser

Monaro Game

Hilux Bugger

BMW Woman

NRMA Rev

Xtrail Xtreme

University

RTA Speed Country

CRV Louts

Speed Cameras

Monaro Game

Hilux Bugger

Escape Soccer

BMW Woman

NRMA Rev
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